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ABSTRACT
The effect of the translational nonequilibrium on performance modeling of flowing chemical oxygen-iodine lasers

(COIL) is emphasized in this paper. The spectral line broadening (SLB) model is a basic factor for predicting the
performances of flowing COIL. The Voigt profile function is a well-known SLB model and is usually utilized. In the
case of gas pressure in laser cavity less than 5torr, a low pressure limit expression of the Voigt profile function is used.
These two SLB models imply that all lasing particles can interact with monochromatic laser radiation. Basically, the
inhomogeneous broadening effects are not considered in these two SLB models and they cannot predict the spectral
content. The latter requires consideration of finite translational relaxation rate. Unfortunately, it is rather difficult to
solve simultaneously the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations and the conservation equations of the number of lasing particles
per unit volume and per unit frequency interval. In the operating condition of flowing COIL, it is possible to obtain a
perturbational solution of the conservational equations for lasing particles and deduce a new relation between the gain
and the optical intensity, i.e., a new gain-saturation relation. By coupling the gain-saturation relation with other
governing equations (such as the NS equations, chemical reaction equations and the optical model of gain-equal-loss),
we have numerically calculated the performances of flowing COIL. The present results are compared with those
obtained by the common rate-equation (RE) model, in which the Voigt profile function and its low pressure limit
expression are used. The difference of different model's results is great. For instance, in the case of lasing frequency
coinciding with the central frequency of line profile and very low gas pressure, the gain-saturation relation of the
present model is quite different with that of the RE model.

Keywords: Chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL), semi-gas kinetics (SGK) model, rate equation (RE) model,

homogeneous broadening, inhomogeneous broadening, performance analysis, spectral line broadening (SLB) model.

1. INTRODUCTION
The gas pressure in a laser cavity of flowing chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) is about 1-10 tons.1 In this pressure

range, effects of homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening competing with each other and inhomogeneous
broadening being predominant on performances of a COIL are noticeable. However, a rate equation (RE) model is
generally adopted to the performance modeling of a supersonic COIL, such as in Refs. 2-4. This model assumes the

spectral line profile is homogeneously broadened. Homogeneous broadening assumption simplified greatly the
treatment of problems, the reasons of adopting homogeneous broadening model to the condition of inhomogeneous
broadening being predominant in the HF/DF chemical lasers were dissertated and commented on in Ref. 5.

It is shown that the RE model cannot consider frequency characteristics of the spectral line profile and cannot explain

the anomalous gain saturation in HF/DF chemical laser experiments. A semi-gas kinetics (SGK) model6'° solved
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simultaneously the continuous medium equations for the macroscopic gas flow and the velocity distribution function
equations for the lasing energy level particles. Thus, the SGK model could predict exactly the anomalous gain
saturation and anomalous saturation line profile in HF chemical lasers. The gain saturation theory of gas lasers (there is
no macroscopic flow in it) and the RE model of gas flow lasers were included in it as special cases. The performance
calculation of supersonic HFIDF chemical lasers indicated that there is obvious difference between the performance
predictions of the SGK model and the RE model when both homogeneous broadening and inhomogeneous broadening

are of importance, especially when inhomogeneous broadening is predominant.

The gas pressure range in a supersonic COIL cavity is nearly the same as that in the HF/DF chemical lasers."5 Therefore,

in order to optimize the adjustable parameters of a supersonic COIL, it is necessary to deduce the SGK model for
performance analyses of a supersonic COIL and compare performances predicted by the SGK model with those by the
RE model. Apparently, in the development of supersonic HFIDF chemical lasers and supersonic COIL it is quite
important to ensure the optimization of adjustable parameters. There are also great disparities in the chemical
efficiencies of supersonic COIL experiments." Herein spectral line broadening (SLB) model is one of the key factors in
explaining the disparities besides the flowing factors and an appropriate SLB model can play an important role in
optimizing the adjustable parameters. Thus, it is important to examine and develop different SLB models in the COIL.

2. GAIN SATURATION EQUATION OF THE SGK MODEL IN FLOWING COIL
In the COIL, the excited oxygen is produced chemically in a separate generator firstly. Afterwards, the primary flow
(containing excited oxygen) and the secondary flow (containing molecular iodine) are ejected into the cavity of the
COIL through rows of nozzles which are manufactured to facilitate the mixing process. There the mixing process and
chemical reactions happen simultaneously. The reactions are quite complex and 47 reactions are included in Ref. 12. In
order to develop a mathematical model, just the flow in the laser cavity is considered and thus a premixed model can be
adopted. Similar to doing in Refs. 2-4, following assumptions can be reasonably made:

1) The dissociation of molecular iodine has occurred upstream the laser cavity and deactivation in the cavity

during the lasing process is negligible;
2) The concentration of 02(s) is quite small and it is neglected;
3) The temperature, gas density and flow velocity are assumed to be constant.

With these assumptions, the flow parameters, such as velocity, temperature and pressure can be considered as known
quantities, and the chemical process can be simplified to a reversible reaction, i.e. the energy transfer reaction between
atomic iodine and molecular oxygen

O2()l>O2()+l
where 02('t\) and O2() denote excited and ground state of molecular oxygen, I and 1* denote the I(2P312) and I(2P1,)

level of atomic iodine, respectively. k1 and kr denote the rate constant of the pumping reaction and its reverse
reaction, respectively. Both of them are temperature dependent and k1 2.3x 1O_8 ,i T (cc/molecule-s) the

equilibrium constant Ke =0.75exp(401 .4/ T), here T (unit: K) is the gas temperature. Ke = 2.9 at room
temperature (298K). The concentration of atomic iodine is about 3% of that of molecular oxygen and each iodine atom

is repumped and cycled many times throughout the flow field during the lasing process. According to the assumptions
made in 1) and 2), it can be obtained that

n1+n2=n0, (1)

n+n=[O2], (2)
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where n1 and n2 are the population of the ground and excited state (or the lower and upper energy level) of the
atomic iodine, respectively. n and n are the population of the ground and excited state of molecular oxygen,
respectively. n0 and [02 1 are the total population of atomic iodine and molecular oxygen, respectively.

In the SGK model, the gas kinetic equations that describe the translational velocity distributions of particles in the upper

and lower iodine energy levels are presented and a method for solving these equations is developed. In the deduction of

this model, a gain coefficient related to the translational velocity of lasing particles is introduced

gT= aØ(v,v0)(f2 —ca';), (3)

where O is the pressure dependent stimulated emission cross section, f, (i 1,2) is the velocity distribution of
upper and lower laser level, respectively. V0 ) is the Lorentz profile function, a is a constant related to level
degeneracy, for the COIL a 1/ 2 , v and V0 are the laser radiation frequency and the central frequency of the
spectral line profile, respectively. According to Eq. (1), it is obtained that

f1f2f' (4)
where I is the total velocity distribution function of particles in the upper and lower laser energy levels. From Eqs. (3)

and (4), it is obtained that

(5)

The kinetic equations for the laser energy levels and the equation of radiative transfer can be written respectively as

u= +ke(ff2)kpf2 -Ø(v,v0)(f2

u=-Ff1 +ke(fi° -f1)+kf2 +Ø(v,Vo)(f2ax hv (6)

=fJa(f2 fI)VTy

where f0 (i=1,2) is the equilibrium distribution function (i.e. Maxwell distribution function). ke is the elastic
collision characteristic rate and it is proportional to the number density of all particles and the collision-frequency. k
is the deactivation rate. r is the pumping rate of the upper laser level. I is the optical intensity and h is the Planck
constant. c and are velocity of light and thermal translation velocity of laser particles along the centerline of the
resonator mirrors, respectively. f is the frequency distribution function of photons and u is the gas flow velocity in
the streamwise direction. Here

r—k1n, kp=krfl.
The equation for g- can be deduced from Eq. (6) as

11=
1

1+a TØ
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u-T_+[(r+kp)+(1+a)/-]gT =(r—ak)ci#. (7)

It is impossible to obtain an analytical solution from Eq. (7). A double-parameter perturbation method is used to solve

Eq. (7) and the velocity distribution function f, (i=1,2) can be expanded to power-series of double parameters

u/Lk and U/Lke

fi = (j)i (U)k fk (8)

Here k is the radiation characteristic rate. L is the length of the resonator in the streamwise direction. The half-order

relations can be obtained from Eqs. (6) and (8) as

12° £t;0 = —
cW10° )(1 +

h1c
(9a)

i:° — qf2° =
hVke

° ) ' (9b)

fOO _ f1o
hl4Ce

qf100) , (9c)

g =aØ(v',v)(f2°°—qf°°) (9d)

Because the gain

g=fCgrdvy (10)

is equal to the loss in the laser cavity for a Fabry-Perot resonator and distributed loss and aperture loss are independent

on the position (so-called constant gain approximation),6'7 it can be deduced that

agg=gth' —O. (11)
ax

From Eqs. (7), (11) and (9), integrating the gain with respect to the apparent frequency, a gain saturation equation is
obtained as

_______ e_t2
g = Ko'n0 J 2 — 2 dt, (12)

ji (1+I)+(—t)
where K = (k1 n —akrnE) /(k1n + krn); I is the dimensionless saturation optical intensity. I = I / I,
I is the saturation optical intensity and I = 2h i/ICr [02 I1((Ke —1)Y +1)1 3cT (here V is the yield of excited

oxygen Y = nA /[02 1); 77 is the broadening parameter and there is 7'7 VN / L VD; frequency-shift
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parameter = 2Ji(v —v0)IA VD , t = 2Ji(v' —v0)I VD S a temporal integral variable, t VN and
E,i VD are the whole width at half height of the Lorentz and Doppler broadening spectral line profile, respectively. g

is defined as the local small-signal gain and g00 = KcTn0.

In the case of laser radiation frequency coinciding with the central frequency of the line profile, i.e. the frequency-shift

parameter e , it can be deduced from Eq. (12) that

g = Ki0 exp[(1 + 1)2Jerfc() . (13)

When 27 >> 1 , i.e. the homogeneous broadening being predominant (high pressure limit), expanding the error function

in Eq. (13) gives
Kon

g=—=. (14)

When 77 << 1 , i.e. the inhomogeneous broadening being predominant (low pressure limit), Eq. (13) gives

g=Kon0 ,__. (15)
'J1+I

These approximate expressions at high and low gas pressure are in consistent with the gain saturation expressions of the

gas laser.'3

3. EXPRESSIONS OF OUTPUT POWER AND EXTRACTION EFFICIENCY

The output power P(x) of a laser device can be expressed as2'3

P(x) = trlhzJ gldx , (16)

where 1 is the length of the gain medium in the direction vertical to the flow direction, i.e. along the centerline of the

laser cavity mirrors, h is the height of the medium and T/extr is the extraction efficiency of the resonator. In the

COIL, a simpler expression can be deduced hereafter. According to the assumptions made above, all the energy lost by

the excited oxygen is transformed to light energy of the laser beam

dn gi
(17)

dx hv

i.e. =_ gi
(18)

dx u[02]hv

Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (16), it is obtained that

P = lhu[O2 ]h v(Y0 —e )1lextr (19)
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Introducing the flow rate of oxygen Q lhu[O2] and the available extraction power Pay, Eq. (19) can be written as

P = 'av7ext ' (20)

here 'av = hv[Y0 l'thIQ, (21)

77 ext lextm 7lextr ' (22)

Y —Y
7/ext,n

e , (23)

where } and Y are the value of Y at the entrance and exit of the laser cavity, respectively. Yh ( 1/(2Ke + 1)) j
the threshold yield. 77ext S the extraction efficiency of the COIL. 77ex S the medium extraction efficiency and

depends on the yield at the exit ( Ye )' which is to be solved in our problem. 77extr 1S dependent on the type of optical

resonator, the mirror absorbability and reflectivity. Its expression is3

7extr (1 — R0 — S0) /[(1 — R0 —S0)(1+ 8) + S0 + (R0 I Rm )1/2 (1 )] , (24)

where R0 (variable) is the reflectivity of the outcoupling mirror, Rm is the reflectivity of the highly reflective

mirror, S0 is the scattering coefficient of the outcoupling mirror, and S is the diffraction loss fraction. The

threshold gain th is dependent upon R0 and Rm and 1fl(RoutRm 1'21).

For a Fabry-Perot resonator and constant gain approximation,5 the gain g is a constant in a laser cavity. Combining the

gain saturation Eq. (13), Eq. (18) and the boundary condition, we obtain

g = Kz0 exp[(1 + J)2 ]ec()

dY gi
(25)

dv u[02]hv

This is a set of closed equations and all the unknown variables related with the performance of a COIL can be obtained

by means of numerical computation. When 0, the first equation in this set should be substituted with Eq. (12).

4. COMPARISON WITH THE RE MODEL
According to Ref. 5, the governing equation of gain in the RE model can be deduced as

u + [(r + k) + (1+ a) v0)I]g = (r —ak )crço(v, v0 )n0, (26)
ax hv
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here ço(v, v0) is the Voigt profile function.

In the case of the laser radiation frequency coinciding with the central frequency of the Doppler profile, i.e. 0,

there is

21i2
ço(v,v0 ) =——e' erfcii . (27)

AVD

When the gain is equal to the threshold gain, dg/dx=O, the gain can be obtained from Eq. (26) as

—K 17jerfc77exp(772)
g— c,n0 _ . (28)

1 + Ii7Jerfci7exp(772)

When 17 >> 1 ,i.e. the homogeneous broadening being predominant (high pressure limit), expanding the error function
in Eq. (28), an equation that is the same as Eq. (14) can be obtained.

When 17 << 1 , i.e. the inhomogeneous broadening being predominant (low pressure limit), Eq. (28) gives

approximately

g - iiJ(Kon)
i+iiiJ;:

It is greatly different from Eq. (15) of the SGK model _____________________________

under the condition of low gas pressure.

Fig. 1 shows a comparison between the dimensionless 80

saturation optical intensity of the RE model and the SGK
2

0.5

model, i.e. 'h (of the RE model) and 'g (of the SGK

model) when the local small signal gain and broadening
parameters are the same. It indicates that the greater the =0.02

broadening parameter 77 is, the smaller the difference o
between the two dimensionless saturation optical 0 20 40 60 80 100 120

intensities calculated by using SOK and RE models is.
They have the greatest difference when 77 << 1 and

Fig. 1 Relationship between dimensionless saturation
approach to a same value when 77>> 1.

optical intensity 'h and

5. RESULTSAND DISCUSSIONS

In the following, some results obtained by computation with different SLB models are compared with the experimental

observations presented in the RotoCOlL." In this experiment, the reflectivity of the highly reflective mirror Rm =
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0.995, the scattering coefficient of the outcoupling mirror S014=0.004, and the diffraction loss fraction S=0.13.11 The

flow conditions within the laser cavity are deduced from analysis and calculation of the RotoCOIL experimental data:'4

the gas temperature T is 167K, the gas pressure P is approximately 4 ton, the small signal gain at the entrance is g =

0.0068 cnf', the yield Yo = 0.42, the molar flow rate of oxygen Q = 1.395 mol/sec, the dilution ratio is approximately

He:02 = 4: 1, the flow ratio of 12 and 02 is 12/02 = 0.0158 and flow velocity u = 841m/s.'4 According to a numerical

simulation'4 of the experiment, the broadening parameter 77 is estimated to be 0.08 in this paper. The calculation

herein is based on the RotoCOIL experiment, that is, chosen parameters and their related variables are determined on

the base of experimental data and other parameters are directly taken as the experimental data.

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the RotoCOlL experimental data with the calculation results of the simplified RE model2

and present SGK model. It shows that in the whole range of threshold gain where power extraction exists, the output

power values of the SGK and the RE models are in consistent with the experimental data approximately, but the results

of the SGK model are better than those of the RE model.

00.

Fig.2 Comparison of calculation results of the SGK and the Fig.3 Variations of SGK model's powers with g, for
simplified 2 models with RotoCOIL experimental data. . . .

different iodine concentration.

Fig. 3 shows the effect of the iodine concentration on the output power. Here the flow rate of oxygen remains unchanged.

As the iodine concentration increases, the small signal gain increases in proportion, thus the SGK model predicts that the

threshold gain at zero power crossing point (denoted by grno, there exist laser oscillation and output power when gth<gthO)

increases. It shows that an increase of the concentration of iodine atoms will facilitate the power extraction. But on the

other hand, if the concentration of iodine is great, a great number of the energy stored in the excited oxygen will be

expended on the decomposition of molecular iodine and this may decrease the output power because the power increase

due to the concentration of iodine atoms cannot compensate the loss on decomposition of molecular iodine. Thus it is

quite complex to determine the optimal iodine concentration and considerations of chemical reaction and flow process

should be included in a more precise model.

The lasing frequency does not always coincide with the central frequency of the laser spectral line and it is possible that

a certain frequency-shift exists. Fig. 4 shows variations of the output power with th for different frequency-shift

parameter 4. It is shown that the extraction efficiency decreases as the frequency-shift increases. When the

frequency-shift parameter reaches 1, the extraction power decreases very much so that tho becomes less than half

0.004 0.006

gth (cm1)
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of that when ç =0.

Fig. 5 shows variation of the extraction efficiency 7/ext with

gth for different yield of the excited oxygen 02('/i)at the

entrance of the cavity, i.e. • addition, a comparison of
the output powers of the SGK and the RE models is
presented in Fig. 6. It is shown that as '0 increases, the

threshold gain at zero power crossing point gtho and

extraction efficiency lext increase slightly, but the output
power increases obviously in both the SGK model and the

RE model. Fig. 6 also shows that the output power of the RE

model is notably different from that of the SGK model.

Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show variations of the extraction
efficiency and the output power with the threshold gain th
for different temperature T, respectively. A decrease of
temperature is favorable to the pumping of atomic iodine and

leads to an increase of the small-signal gain. Furthermore, a

decrease of temperature results in an increase of the
maximum available power . Thus, as the temperature

decreases, the output power and the extraction efficiency

increase, and thO increases, too. Therefore, a decrease of

temperature by means of increasing the expansion Mach
number is important for improving performances of COIL.

Fig. 8 shows respective variations of the output power, the

saturation degree S (it is defined as l-g/goo when strong light

signal exists'3), the optical intensity land the 02('ii) yield Y
with the distance downstream by using both the RE and the

SGK models. Here th = 0.0025 cm' and other values are
taken from experimental data.

Fig. 8(a) shows that the output powers increase quicker near
the entrance in both models. The output power of the SKG
model increases along the mirror length but it is obvious that

the power extraction of the RE model is much quicker and is

nearly completed in a shorter mirror length, i.e. the mirror

length is unnecessarily longer in the RE model. Fig. 8(b)

Fig.4 Variations of SGK model's power with th for

different frequency-shift .

Fig.6 Comparison of powers by using the SGK and

the RE models.

th (cm1)

0.60

0.45
C)
0

0.30

0.15

o.0000 0.0015 0.0030 0.0045 0.0060 0.0075

gC) (cm1)

Fig.5 Variations of SGK model's efficiency with g,
for different 02(/1) yield I'0.

th (cm1)

shows the SGK model's saturation degree is greater than that of the RE model, and it decreases more slowly than that of

the RE model.
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Fig. 8(c) shows that the optical intensity of the RE model is much greater than that of the SGK model near the entrance

and smaller at the exit, and it decreases more rapidly along the streamwise direction. As to the variations of the oxygen

yield in Fig. 8(d), the SGK model predicts a slower decrease and more residual energy of excited oxygen remains in the

exhaust gas that flows out of the laser cavity.

>
V.)C0
U

20

10

Fig.7 Variations of SGK model's efficiency and output power with g, fordifferent T.

0.4 0:6 0:8 1.0
x/L

(c) (d)

Fig.8 Variations of output power (a), the gain saturation degree (b), optical intensity (c) and excited

oxygen yield (d) in the streamwise direction.

0.0015 0.0030 0.0045 0.0060

th (cm') (a)

0.0000 0.0015 0.0030 0.0045

th (c')

xJL

0.00:20:40:60:81.

(b)

>-

D

(a)

x/L
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From what described above, it can be concluded that the RE model predicts a more rapid power extraction process and a

higher output power than the SGK model does. Moreover, the power extraction length of the RE model is shorter than

that of the SGK model. All these results are important and useful to the design of a COIL laser cavity.
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